All True Men
Frequently Asked Questions

Is becoming an All True Men chapter mandatory for existing chapters?
No. Existing chapters must decide if they want to pursue ATM status, and decide
whether they are willing to take on the requirements and expectations of the program.
What about new colonies?
Any new colony (including re-starts) formed after 2006 is expected to become an ATM
chapter with 12-18 months of receiving their charter. In this way, it is essentially a twophase process, though many of the ATM requirements are built in to what the colony
will be doing from the beginning.
Does a chapter have to be housed in order to become an ATM chapter?
No. Un-housed chapters are welcome to seek ATM status.
Does a chapter have to operate as a “dry house” in order to be an ATM chapter?
No. If ATM chapters allow the use of alcohol in their houses they, like all others, are
expected to comply with all Fraternity, school, and national/state rules when it comes to
the responsible consumption of alcohol.
How many ATM chapters are there?
There are currently 11ATM chapters (as of June 2010).
Does the chapter vote on whether or not it wants to become and ATM chapter?
Yes. Becoming an ATM chapter requires a 75% vote of undergraduate members, and a
100% vote of the chapters Alumni Association officers.
Why should we consider becoming an ATM chapter?
There are several reasons why a chapter may want to seek ATM status:
• Boosts chapter confidence, esteem, and performance through seeking to
become the best a chapter can be…and by committing to “go beyond the
minimum expectations.
• Helps with recruitment of quality men by allowing the chapter to promote itself as
“among the best” nationally.
• A number of benefits, tangible and intangible, that are awarded to ATM chapters
by the Fraternity (education grant money, paid cost for sending a second
attendee to Rising Stars Academy, initiation badges provided at no cost to
chapter or member, Leadership Transcripts provided to graduates of ATM
chapters to help with career and/or graduate school search, etc,)

What do we do to learn more about the ATM program?
Contact Phil Barrineau (“Dr B), Director of Leadership Development to learn more about
how the ATM step-by-step process works. (doctor@thetaxi.org, 910-280-2963,
Facebook: Phil Barrineau)

